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OVERVIEW
Get Rid of Drain Flies With Two Steps

Getting rid of drain flies is usually a two step process. Step 1 is getting rid of the debris in the drains that are allowing the drain
flies to breed and step 2 is actually eliminating the adult drain flies. It can take several weeks to get rid of drain flies and the
length of the treatment will depend on the level of debris built up in the drain, the number of drains infested and the level of
infestation before the treatment is started.

STEP 1 Use Drain Fly
Gel

Video Instructions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgTcitx1bkM

Tools or products needed:
Drain Gel

Once you've identified which drains are infested, the first step of a drain fly treatment is to start getting rid of the built up gunk
in the drains where the drain flies are breeding. It is recommended that you use a drain gel or drain foam to clean and break
down this organic matter. Drain cleaner gels and foams are concentrated biological products specifically designed to
breakdown organic matter built-up in sinks, drains, garbage disposals and other areas where drain flies harbor and reproduce.
Drain Gel or foam should be applied to the infested drains when they will not be in use for several hours, usually at bedtime.
Most Drain Gel products recommend that the product be applied to all infested drains every night for at least 5 nights.

PRO TIP

Drain Gel can be applied one time per week to maintain the cleanliness of drains in areas where drain fly infestations
have been an issue in the past.

Products needed for Step 1

STEP 2 Fly Space Spray
Treatment

Video Instructions

Drain Fly Kit $69.98  (47)Drain Fly Kit with IGR $89.95Commercial Drain Fly
and Small Fly Kit

$199.95InVade Bio Drain
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9ZYoCVY460

After you have started to treat the drains with drain gel, it is time to get rid of the adult drain flies. You can do this with a
pyrethrin space spray.

Products or tools needed:
Pyrethrin aerosol spray

Space spray refers to spraying an aerosol product directly into the air instead of directing the product onto a surface. Usually
only pyrethrin aerosols are labeled for this use. A space spray is a good choice if you have a lot of drain flies inside and you
need to get rid of the drain flies quickly. With this method, you will eliminate any drain flies that are out during the application
but you will not leave behind an active residual. Following the product label instructions, apply the aerosol as a space spray.
Most space sprays require you to vacate the room after the application and ventilate before re-entry. Please refer to the
product label for re-entry requirements.

Left over pyrethrin spray can be used to spot treat or direct treat when new drain flies are found.

Products needed for Step 2
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Drain Fly Kit $69.98  (47)Drain Fly Kit with IGR $89.95Commercial Drain Fly
and Small Fly Kit

$199.95CB-80 Aerosol
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